The Loopy Rib is soft and open. Great for shawls, scarves, and afghans.

Start stitch with large loop knot. Slip over first 2 needles on top board.

Bring yarn down to needle 4 on bottom board or board closest to you. Wrap around needle 4 and 3 in counterclockwise direction.
Continue wrapping sets of 2 needles, alternating the boards, always skipping 2 needles in between.

The wraps should create a circle around the needles and large X pattern in middle of boards.

When you get to end of board, circle around last set of 2 needles. You will be wrapping around the outside, coming straight across on inside, and then wrapping around the opposite set of 2.

Continue wrapping back to beginning point for the full circular.
Lay anchor yarn over the weaving. Repeat the circular around the entire board so that you have identical sets of loops.

Lift the bottom large loop on all set of 2 needles.

After hooking all large loops, pull down on anchor yarn. Weave the same pattern over the sets of 2 needles.

Repeat the wrap for each row. Hook Over.